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I can do little more here than to introduce this extraordinary collection of essays 
on China studies and "Confucianism" in Japan of the Tokugawa and Meiji periods. The 
twelve essays and two books reviews have all appeared before, composed by the author 
and published in Chinese, Japanese, and English. Tao Demin, the author, is a graduate of 
Fudan University in Shanghai. He studied in Japan in the 1980s and received his 
doctorate from Osaka University in• Japanese intellectual history. His thesis was 
rewritten and published in 1994 by Osaka University Press: Kaitokud6 Shushigaku no 
kenkyft 'I• • •_- • • • • • • (A Study of the Kaitokudr's Zhu Xi Neo- 
Confucianism). He also spent a period of over five years studying and teaching in the 
United States before returning to Japan to take up a position at Kansai University several 
years ago. 

After an introduction placing these studies in context, the articles of this volume 
appear in the following order: 

1. "Traditional Chinese Social Ethics in Japan, 1721-1943" 

2. "Jinshi Riben Rujia de xingxuelun" •t_•.-• [] 7_• {• • I•1 • • • (Views Encouraging 
Learning among Early Modern Japanese Confucians) 

3. "Ogyfi Sorai no Gakusho kretsu to sono shosan" •;• • • • ¢9 
© • (Ogyfi Sorai's Recension of the Yue shu and Its Outcome) 

4. "The Influence of Sorai in Meiji Japan: Shigeno Yasutsugu as an Advocate of 
'Practical Sinology'" 

"Boyuan Culaixue yu Mingzhi shidai de guojiazhuyi jlaoyu" • [] •1•t • •j• • I•fJ • 
I• • I• [] • • • • • (The Sorai School and Nationalistic Education in the Meiji 
Period) 

"Tominaga Nakamoto no ongaku kan: Gakuritsu k6 no kenkyfi" •" • •'q• •1• • • ?• 
• [• • • • } © • • (Tominaga Nakamoto's View of Music: A Study of His 
Galcuritsu kr) 

7. "Fuyong Zhongji de Culai pipanlun" "• 7]• 1"@ • I• • • • •lJ • (Tominaga 
Nakamoto's Critique of Sorai) 
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8. "Neiteng Hunan de Zhongji yanjiu" • • • •_• I• (q• • •'• (Nait6 Konan's Studies. 
of [Tominaga] Nakamoto) 

9. "Gansuid6 no Shint6 kan to kogaku" •" • •_ c9 • •_ • • •- • (Ancient Learning 
and the Gansuid6's View of Shint6) 

10. "Namikawa Kansen to bakumatsu no Kaitokud6: Kyoshoroku no ichi k6satsu" ,• •3" 
• • • • • ¢9 • ¢,• _• • )• • ,• =• © • •. (Namikawa Kansn and the 
Kaitokud6 in the Late Edo Period: An Examination of the Kyoshoroku) 

11. "Fujisawa Nangaku no kokky6 ron'" • • •b• • c9 [] • • (Fujisawa Nangaku's 
Views on State Religion) 

12. "Shigeno Yasutsugu to kindai Osaka 
no Kangaku" •S •;•j•-.• • •_ •-• • •)• @ • • 

(Shigeno Yasutsugu and China Studies in Modern Osaka) 
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